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Aggression and Meditation 
 

………. 
My feeling capacity had only grown after these 10 days of meditation. 
I quietly observed the drama that Tiara had put on my plate. In spite of my quiet 

peaceful state – but there’s no contradiction here – I got very angry, furious in fact, when 
Tiara told the story of what she called the dark man who molested her. I was certainly (still) 
in the Heart when I yelled: “If he continues to molest you I’ll come over right away and I will 
break his fuckin’ balls and break his dirty back, that filthy crazy creep, fucking shithead!” 

Tiara immediately cheered up from my spontaneous and unexpected outburst. She got 
happy and felt suddenly safe, she said, as she felt I meant it. Indeed, I didn’t meditate to 
become a sweet boy. If aggression was required in a specific situation, then that was so. I 
wouldn’t continue meditating when the asshole was touching Tiara with his filthy hands. Or 
we should call it ‘meditation in action’. 

In itself it is true. Also aggression can be meditated just like any other form. Instead of 
acting it out – often doing more harm than good – it can be Seen, and Felt, just as it comes, 
just as it is. By the Force of Consciousness it begins to change. And if you humbly keep on 
following it, there is quite some chance that it will disappear rather soon. 

At another retreat I was struggling with something, but it didn’t become clear, really, 
what it was about. At the same time I started to become increasingly irritated by the meditator 
next to me. As a matter of fact, this increase in irritation came so quickly that in no time I 
wanted to kill him. This was against the Buddhist regimen wherein it was forbidden to kill 
neighbour meditators. I should just meditate the tendency to kill, to make an end to the life of 
one who seems to be the source of great irritation. The good fellow was just sitting there and 
hadn’t done anything wrong, except for breathing. I was shocked by my experience. And this 
was not because of moral indignation, not because I found this (unreasonable) aggression also 
in myself at last, but rather in a let’s say positive sense: Beyond thinking, beyond reasoning, 
‘I’ Saw utterly Clearly the relationship between resisting Feeling something by and in myself 
and projecting this aggression onto someone else, who was ‘innocent’. I could have made up 
a reason to justify my aggression – for instance: his breathing was too loud to be natural – but 
it was not True, even not when his way of breathing was unnatural, indeed ego-based. 

In that moment of shock I suddenly Understood why wars – and in general fighting – 
comes into existence. It is all unFelt Pain that is projected on others. It is all Resistance to 
Being Responsible, Responsible for one’s own Pain – and even for other’s Pain(s). The latter 
refers to the fact that if, indeed, my neighbour made egocentric sounds – meaning that he 
himself, in fact, didn’t want to be Responsible (yet) for his Pain, but still preferred to transmit 
it in the dark to other people – it was still my Responsibility to Feel the Pain in my own Body 
as if it would be my own; and this is not to say that I should stop distinguishing where the 
Pain came from. If I reacted to his Pain – instead of being Responsible for it – I wanted to kill 
him, indeed, or, in fact, kill his Pain that now, in his irresponsibility, in his unconsciousness, 
I, my Body, was forced to feel and suffer. Unconsciousness was (the same as) 
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Irresponsibility. In his unconsciousness he wanted to get rid of the Pain without (first) Feeling 
it actually, Consciously – just like Tiara’s attitude. 

Wow, what a relief this Insight gave, Seeing how wars start. Every Insight gave 
Relief, on a Deeper Level. Scientists, analysts, had all kinds of explanations for wars – 
amongst which (and not the worst one) there is the one saying that it was just natural, 
biological – but in fact they were (a most visible form of) an attachment to Unconsciousness, 
an attachment to not wanting to Feel Pain (and, therefore, causing (much) Pain). They were 
projections of Pain onto others. 

Wow, it Dawned upon me, as never before, what a huge role ‘Pain’ played in the 
world, determining not only the breaking out of wars but in general how the world functions 
And (almost) nobody knew that. People were busy in their heads, or in their bellies, but they 
had no idea how Pain ruled their actions, their entire life in fact. It was not a side-thing as 
people, egoically, assumed: there was life itself and, in that, sometimes some pain showed up, 
sometimes one had bad luck. No, it was not like that at all. Pain played a major, crucial role. 
Unconsciousness played a crucial role. Unconsciousness was Pain. Being Irresponsible was 
(being in) Pain. There was no difference. What’s more, one could say that Pain did not only 
play a fundamental, crucial role in life, but that life itself, the entire manifestation as life, was 
(born out of Pain and was, therefore) Pain itself. 

Nobody – except some Buddhist monks, but they didn’t really participate in life – 
wanted to know this, not as long as they were in and part of life. Yet, this was the challenge 
and, eventually, the Freedom: to Realize this and Surrender (in)to it during life. To Whole-
Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Participate in Pain, in the world of Pain. That’s why actually 
nobody went Down, Down to Earth, to Consciously Live (in and as) the Body, to Let It Be 
Enlivened by the Heart: one would continuously have to be aware of Pain. People assumed 
they could only stick it out here as long as they remained gloriously Unconscious. In that 
Unconsciousness one could be enthusiastic about something, anything – even about becoming 
conscious – as long as the Body was not Truly Involved, not Activated here on Earth, not 
Enlivened, as long as Consciousness and Body – Man and Woman – stayed safely separate 
from One Another. Man and Woman’s (Re)Union would mean – and it will sound 
paradoxical to many – to be (constantly) aware of Pain. So everyone, men and women alike, 
sustains, supports their own Fundamental Separation, the Separation from the Opposite Sex. 
(The link with ‘Man and Woman’ was a later Insight, by the way.) The vicious circle was 
circular: (not Knowing the Heart Beyond and Including all Pain) people were fundamentally 
afraid of Pain and as long as they did not Consciously Enter into Pain, they would always be 
in Pain, be a prisoner of Pain, a Slave of pain, all their actions arose out of pain without 
knowing it. Making fun – and just name it – was escaping Pain, everything people did was 
related to Pain, to prevent it from happening, from manifesting. Once you Saw this it was so 
Clear. Unless… one stopped resisting Pain. 

In the shock of Seeing this so Clearly, that being Irresponsible was being in Pain, I 
Understood, Directly, from the ‘Inside’ – that is: without reasoning – what Karma was and 
how it functioned. Karma was Unfelt Pain that one – or even humanity as a whole – did not 
so far want to be Responsible for. Karma was an unconscious, ego-based, holding on to, 
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attachment to the Painless Side of Life, or to what I called later the Male Side. Everyone, men 
and women alike, resisted Woman, the Female Painful Side, and, thus, Woman went (or so 
far always had to operate) Underground, transmitting in the Dark Her unFelt Pain to others, to 
whoever passed by on Her way. Everyone was resisting their own manifestation – since it 
was, inherently, Painful. 

If a neighbour (meditator) is stabbing into or anyhow activating the pain that is here, 
he should be killed, in order to stop the pain. I Saw-Felt how people who were safely dwelling 
in the mind – most people – miss the whole point of being here in the Earthly Realm and are 
here nearly for nothing. They resisted Feeling, being Conscious of all that their Bodies 
actually felt. If only they would allow Awareness of this… Their Bodies were dark boxes 
wherein a hell of a lot was going on but the access to Awareness of it was denied. To not let 
Pandora’s box Open of Itself and Feel and become Aware of whatever is Shown, to not allow 
that Natural Tendency, was called Karma. 

I would make myself very unpopular by Going so deeply into Pain, it turned out more 
and more in the course of time. Pain should be kept in the Dark. If it showed up one should go 
to the doctor – doctor, in whatever kind of professional field – to get something against it, to 
kill the pain, to undo it, and that was it. This should be done even if it was so, indeed, that the 
doctor didn’t Understand anything of Pain, of its function, its role in the Whole Process of a 
human being, let alone of humanity as a whole – since he didn’t Feel it from within. He left 
the Forces that were Ruling Pain, Sustaining it and Transmitting it – yes, even unconsciously 
dumping Pain onto one’s children, in the next generation – covered, untouched, untreated. 

Tiara, I Understood you already much better now, although I certainly did not yet 
Understand you completely. One could not Understand Woman without Understanding Pain. 
Tiara’s urge to meet me had subsided already since my yelling at ‘the dark guy’. Her biggest 
concern was to feel safe and to know that I was Available for her. If she was not sure of this, 
not only did the alarm bells begin to ring but also her lower parts as manifested in her Body 
started to become active to seduce me. 

The necessity to meet me was less now, although ‘meeting’ was still hanging in the 
air. I felt that if I’d go to her now we certainly would make love again. She asked: 

“Will you still come?” 
“I don’t know yet. I will just quietly feel it out. I have just come from the retreat.” 
Finally I did not go to her. It certainly went seriously through me, several times, but 

the Impulse was just not strong enough. The Female Force that wanted me, Man, to be 
available as the first relevance, the first condition that needed to be met, didn’t get me any 
more. It could no longer push aside the Force of Consciousness that was so present in me 
now, the (growing) Force that, (hardly) in the background, had anyway played the major (and 
ultimately the only) role in causing us to split up half a year earlier. The Female Seducing 
Force was not Attractive any more. I didn’t need to be there for her any more. For I Was 
There – already. Actually going there didn’t add anything any more, not for her, not for me. If 
she needed a male body and mind, she could get it, everywhere. If she would have been 
interested in this Man as Consciousness, this Man as He Was, interested in Me – and if for her 
‘my’ penis would have been an extension or form of that Consciousness – it would have been 
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different. But she wasn’t. She was interested in herself, in managing her life, in trying to fill 
the gap(s), in enjoying herself as far as it went, in getting rid of pain and discomfort. My penis 
couldn’t fill the gap. If she would have been interested in Loving Me, this Man, with his very 
rapidly developing and expanding Consciousness, if this Force of Consciousness would not 
only have been her Enemy, but also, simultaneously, her Friend, I would have got on the first 
train, I would not ‘just quietly feel it out’ – even if, no: certainly if she had felt sad or 
desperate that she could somehow not really or only with great difficulty allow this Love for 
Man but that she Longed for it so much. As Man I, on my side, was, selflessly, Interested not 
only in Love Itself – I Knew That – but in the Manifestation of Love, in Woman as 
Manifestation of Man, Woman as the Manifestation of His Consciousness, not in letting love 
smoulder far away hidden in the Dark without ever feeling or seeing a glance of it – and off 
we go, back to our coffin. Any true gesture of Tiara towards ‘me’ – not necessarily something 
in such big words – would have been very welcome and have demanded a Response of my 
Heart, it would have been a true impulse to visit her again. The gesture should have stuck its 
head above the surface. But she didn’t say ‘I don’t know (yet) who you are but I would like to 
see you, to be with you, to feel you, around me, in my body, everywhere.’ She said ‘Will you 
still come?’ and ‘I thought you’d be on the train already.’ It was not about the words 
themselves, of course, but about the surface, beneath or above, it was about manifestation. 
Yes, I, the one who earlier could hardly finalize a song, because then it was fixed, manifested 
as such, all the possibilities were cut off, its potential was gone, was now into manifestation, 
now that I had Met Woman and had Seen Her Call upon Me. 

I was There – already. The meeting, a relationship in general, was there in order to 
come Closer. I could not come closer. I felt I was totally with her, already, embracing her 
wholly, surrounding her. I had gone into the struggle to come closer, and in so far there had 
been Ego in this attempt – that is: not wholly yet Seeing and Acknowledging the Fact that 
Man does not Need to come Closer, but ‘just’ Be Present, as Man – it had been Killed. For 
coming Closer I didn’t need ‘relationship’ any more. If she, Tiara, however, wanted to come 
Close(r), that was something different. I’d really have loved that. In a way, that was what I 
was born for and this was a huge struggle in itself: to Allow Woman to Come Closer to ‘Me’, 
to Man. First it was – or seemed to be – me who needed to come closer, now it was up to her, 
to Woman, if She Openly Acknowledged Her Own Longing to Unite with Man, or instead 
She would always keep on Seducing Him in the Dark and thus would never be Able to Truly 
Be with Him. Woman can Be with Man in the Full Light, only That Way – or not, not at all. 
There’s no middle way. 

Consciousness Did – and Was still Doing – what Tiara had tried with all her might, in 
vain: to make ‘me’, Man, Present, on Earth. Important, more than symbolic in this respect 
was the event during the retreat wherein ‘I’ – Consciousness – managed to resurrect, to sit up 
in the sickness, the sickness of Unconsciousness that as a warm blanket hang all over the 
Earth, having (almost) the whole of humanity in its suffocating grip. It was not as it had 
seemed to be at first. I had not been sick during the retreat, ‘I’ had Meditated the sickness, I 
had Allowed Consciousness to Meditate it, the state of humanity, of the Earth, the state when 
Man was absent, as He was indeed. I could not have gone about that Huge Sickness, I had to 
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Meet it. Tiara had been perfect for the Transmission of this Sickness, she who lost her father 
to a disease at the age of seven and who was devastated by it, being left without Man, left to 
Woman who on her turn was totally absent when not long after the death of her father a man, 
the neighbour, started to abuse her, for many years. Half a year after Tiara and I had split up – 
or: after Tiara had split up from me, in fact – in that space, the time had arrived that the 
Sickness was finally being Meditated, by someone who, exceptionally, was not afraid of 
Woman’s Pain, of the Earth’s Suffering. Still, even if this fearlessness is considered, the fact 
that Something Decided to let me sit straight in the Sickness instead of lying down, which 
every normal human being (including me myself) would have done, was a miracle in a way. It 
was the beginning of Consciously Meditating Unconsciousness. 

Sickness is no sickness. It hides deep Insights. Behind the mask of Unconsciousness 
Consciousness is Present. 

It seemed that the rapid Rise of Consciousness through ‘me’ would not make it easier 
to ‘just’ meet a woman, warm up together, make love and possibly enter into a relationship. If 
Consciousness became involved, everything was different. But what to do. Azar Baksh was 
Supposed to Bring Light in the Dark, not to let the Dark continue its games forever without 
ever Meeting Man(’s Consciousness). Yet, it was not Consciousness itself that was so much 
or had become so much demanding. This Consciousness was a Mirror, a Mirror of the 
Demand of Woman to be Liberated from Her Prison of Unconsciousness. The stronger 
Consciousness was present here, the less chance the Mirror could not take Itself seriously, 
could deny Itself as Integral Part of Existence, and would just go along with the eternal 
murmur, arrangements and cheating in the Dark. The time arrived that, with or without words, 
I had to say No to Woman if and when she was Unfaithful to Herself, to the Divine Woman 
She could Be and Was if She Allowed Herself to (Consciously) Be Part of Man. 

What happened here – in short, Consciousness Passing Sex, or the Female Sexual 
Force – was quite something. And all the more so since, as I have mentioned earlier, Tiara 
was (and is) the most feminine woman I had ever met and would meet so far, and certainly 
very attractive. To, on a fundamental level, not be Seducible any more by her, by her elegant, 
refined and at least seemingly delicious Female Force, was something that impressed me, 
even though in the state of Consciousness that I was in, I took it rather soberly. Only 6 years 
earlier I would have been dying for touching a toe of such a woman. I could hardly imagine 
ever doing so. And now, without using my will power, ‘I’ – Consciousness – could withstand 
the entire ‘treasure’, the whole lewd seductive soft willing feminine Body. This opened doors 
for big things to happen. 

Of course I could say that in my case the Heart had always been incomparably more 
important than sex. But still, I had to Go into Sex, with Its incredible power – and ‘I’ did so – 
before ‘I’ could actually manifest the passing, before Consciousness could actually Manifest 
in the world of Unconsciousness, of form, of sexuality. Living to See something, so that on 
Earth things become possible, natural, was of course something different from not losing my 
memory of the Heart and being faithful to the Heart without form. In the End, by the way, it 
was the Heart Itself that I needed to Bring and Radiate and make Available on Earth, not 
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Consciousness as Such, although without Consciousness the Heart would never manage, in no 
way. It was Love’s First Friend, so to speak. 


